Introduction
He shall consider here, as basic space for solutions of partial differential inclusions of hyperbolic type, the space AC(P,R We will consider C (P,R n ) together with the norm defined n above. Similarly, we can define the space C y (P,R ) with the norm |-| . It was proved in [4] that (C x (P,R can be also defined by other conditions (see [2] ). We shall need the following well-known mappings x y (0.1) (3-u)(x,y):=f f u(s,t)dsdt for ueL(P,R n ),
It is easy to see that 1, D are linear mappings
where AC°(P,R n ) is the space of all functions zeAC(P,R n ) such that z(x,0)=z(0,y)=0 for all (x,y)eP. ) and x y L(P,R n ), respectively, with centers at the origins and a radius A>0. We shall consider a family of all set-valued functions GrPxK^xM^xS^ -> Comp(R n ) such that G(•i'»z,p,q,r) e A(P,R n ) for each fixed (z,p,q,r)eK^xM^xS^.
We will deal with equivalence classes of members of the above family, where equivalence is defined by the equality a.e. in P for each fixed (z,p,q,r)«K^xM^xS^. The space of all such equivalence classes is denoted by H^(P,R n ). Consider also a set H x (P,R n )cH A (P,R n ) of all G € H x (P,R n ) such that a family {G(-,-,z,p,q,r)> {Zfp g>r)€KAxS^ c A(P,R n ) is uniformly integrable. It is easy to see that W A (P,R n ) is a complete metric space with a metric S defined by We say that G is strongly-weakly sequentially upper [lower] semicontinuous with respect to z,p,q,r, if for every (z,p,q,r)€K.xM.xS. and every sequence {(z ,p ,q ,r )} of aaa n n n n K^xM.xS.
such that |z-z_|"-> 0, p_-p, q_-q and AAA II v XI 71 r n -* r, as n-x», one has
We say that G is weakly-weakly sequentially upper [lower] semicontinuous with respect to z,p,q,r, if for every (z,p,q,r)eK.xM.xS. and every sequence {(z ,p ,q ,r )} from aaa 11 n n Ti K-.xM-.xS.. such that |z-z_l" -> 0, p_-^ p, q_-q and aaa n l n n r R -* r, as n-x», (0.10) holds for every measurable set UcP. Similarly, we define strong-strong sequentially upper [lower] semicontinuity of GeH^(P,R such that z| n = z| n , p| n = p| n , q| n = q| n , r| n = F| n , where w| n denotes restriction of w : P -> R n to the rectangle II :
Similar results for ordinary differential inclusions has been obtained in [9] . with G€H x (P,R n ). Let G e H x (P,R n ) be such that (1.2) jG(x,y,z,p,q)|dxdy s X for every (z,p,q,r)eK^xM^xS^ P and let 0 x = ^J{*(G)(z,p,q,u,r) : (z,p,q,r)eK x xM x xS A }. It is easy to see that is relatively sequentially weakly compact, since the family {G( •, •,z,p,q,r): (z,p,q,r)eKj^xM^xS^} is uniformly integrable and for every we have |r| L sX. Therefore, O.cS.. Since S. is convex and closed, it is also
weakly closed in L(P,R n ). Thus [OjJ-cS^. Put A x =co[I5^T". It is clear, by Krein-Saulian theorem (see [5] ), that A. is a convex weakly compact subset of L(P,IR). Furthermore, A x cS X and of course, Hence, in particular, it follows that the set is convex and compact subset of K^. Now, given above G€it^(P,R n ) satisfying (1.2), we can define on PxX^ a set-valued function G-2) by setting (G-iD)(x,y,Z)=G(x,y,Z,DZ) for (x,y,z)ePxX^, where B is a mapping defined by (0.4). Similarly, we define on a mapping G-7 by taking (G-3") (x,y,r)=G(x,z,5r,r) for (x,y,r)ePxA^ with 3" defined by (0.3). Latter on, we shall denote by 2(G-T>) (z) and ?(G-y) (r) subtrajectory integrals of (G-5D)(•,•,z) and (G*T)(•,•,r) for fixed zeX^ and ueA^, respectively. Let us observe that, similarly as in the proof of Lemma 3.6 in [12] , it can be verified that for every GeH^(P,lR n ) satisfying (1.2) and (s-w.s.l.s.c) with respect to z,p,q,r, a set-valued function ?(G-D) is (l.s.c) on X^. Hence, immediately from Michael's continuous selection theorem (see [10] ) the existence of continuous selections of y (G-D) follows, whenever G has convex values. Using the procedure presented in [7] , the convexity in the above assertion can be removed. In this situation we obtain the following continuous selection theorem. 
-» CC1(S) is (l.s.c) and H-(u.s.c) on YxS. If, furthermore, F is such that F(y,-) is a contraction uniformly with respect to yeY and T:S -> Y is completely continuous, then there exists xeS such that xeF(r(x),x).
Now, we can prove the following existence theorems. Hence, in particular it follows H T (G•7)(r), ?(G-J)(r)ls 3Ljr-r|| L . Now, similarly as in the proof of Theorem 1.6, it follows the existence of reL(P,R n ) such that z=y Q r is a solution of (1.1).
If the condition (iii) of Theorem 1.7 is not satisfied, we can obtain the following local existence theorem. Put X=A a and p(r 1 ,r 2 )=||r 1 -r 2 || L . Obviously (X,p) is a complete metric space and y(G-y) is a contractive mapping of X into (C1(X),H L ). Therefore, by Theorem 1.2, there exists reA, such that re(G-7)(r). Hence it follows that z=7 n r is A U a solution of (1.1) on
In a similar way we obtain the result as follows. Jq be a mapping defined on K^ by taking y^(z)=7 Q g(z) for each zeK^. For every zeK^ we have g(z)eA^ and therefore 3" (z)eK.., since K . Clearly, 7 is continuous on K. and
K^ is compact convex subset of the Banach space C(P,R ). Then, by Schauder's fixed point theorem, there is zeK^ such that
Hence z X y=g(z)€?(G-C)(z), i.e. z is a solution of (1.1).
We shall now consider an initial value problem (1.1) with H^ (P,IR n )
having convex values and prove the following existence theorems. is (l.s.c) on K^. Furthermore, by Lemmas 1.4-1.6 in [12] , it has compact convex values. Thus, by Michael's selection theorem, there is a continuous function f:K x -» C(P,R n ) such that f (z) e7 Q 7(G-X>) (z) for zeK. . Then, f is continuous mapping on compact convex subset of C(P,R ) such that f(K^)cK^. Therefore, by Schauder's fixed point theorem, there is zeK^ such that z=f(z). Since f (z)ey Q y(G-I)) (z) , we have ze7 Q 7 (G-E) (z) .
By definitions of 7 Q and

7(G-T>),
one has z(x,0)=0, z(0,y)=0 and z xy (x,y)eG(x,y,z, z x »z y /z xy ) for a.e. (x,y)eP. Proof. By virtue of Lemma 2.3 in [12] , ?(G) is (w-w.s. u.s.c) on K.xMjXS.. Hence, by Proposition 2.1 in [9] , it fol-lows that 7(G-7) is (w-w.s.u.s.c) on A^. Furthermore, it is easy to see that 7(G-7)(r) is a convex weakly compact subset of A a for each reA^. Therefore, by Theorem 1.4, there is rcA^ such that r«7(G-7)(z). Thus, z=7 Q r is a solution of (1.1). Theorem 1.14. If GeK^(P,R n ) has convex values, is continuous with respect to z, Lipschitz continuous with respect to p, q, r, uniformly with respect to z, has the Volterra property and satisfies (1.2), then (1.1) has at least one solution on P _ for some a>0, 0>O. Proof. Similarly as in proof of Theorem 1.14, we can verify that the restriction 7(G) to K^xA^ satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1.5. Therefore, there is reA^ such that re7(G-7)(r). Then z=7 Q r is a solution of (1.1).
Properties of the set of solution
Let GeH x (P,IR n ) satisfy (1.2). Denote by S(G) the set of all fixed points of 7(G-7). It is easy to see that £(G):=7QS(G) is a set of all solutions of (1.1). It is clear that all properties of t?(G) follow immediately from those of 
